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21

Recent estimates of the amount of carbon dioxide that can still be emitted while achieving the

22

Paris Agreement temperature goals are larger than previously thought. Different temperature

23

metrics used to estimate the observed global mean warming for the historical period affect

24

the size of the remaining carbon budget. Here we explain the reasons behind these remaining

25

carbon budget increases, and discuss how methodological choices of the global mean

26

temperature metric and the reference period affect remaining carbon budget estimates. We

27

argue that the choice of the temperature metric should depend on the domain of application.

28

For scientific estimates of total or remaining carbon budgets, globally averaged surface air

29

temperature estimates should be used consistently for the past and the future. However,

30

when used to inform the achievement of the Paris Agreement goal, a temperature metric

31

consistent with the science that was underlying and directly informed the Paris Agreement

32

should be applied. The resulting remaining carbon budgets should be calculated using the

33

appropriate metric or adjusted to reflect these differences among different temperature

34

metrics. Transparency and understanding of the implications of such choices are crucial to

35

providing useful information that can bridge the science-policy gap.
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37

Carbon budgets provide a tool to clearly communicate that limiting global warming to a

38

particular level implies a cap on global total CO2 emissions1. Defined as the total amount of CO2

39

that can be emitted while keeping global warming below a given level with some probability,

40

carbon budgets emerge from an approximately linear relationship between warming and

41

cumulative CO2 emissions, known as the Transient Climate Response to cumulative CO2

42

Emissions (TCRE)2–5. TCRE and the related carbon budgets were initially derived under idealized

43

CO2-only emission scenarios2. However, under real-world conditions, several factors complicate

44

the simplicity and clarity of the carbon budget concept. Emissions other than CO 2 (such as

45

methane, soot, or sulphate aerosols) also affect both global temperature and the state of

46

carbon sinks (albeit to a smaller extent than CO 2 itself 6–9), and hence the size of the remaining

47

carbon budget. In addition to CO2 emissions from fossil fuels (which are well known), CO2

48

emissions from other land-use change represent a quarter of historical CO2 emissions: these

49

emissions are difficult to diagnose, and are subject to large uncertainty both in models 10,11 and

50

in estimates derived from historical data based on energy and industry statistics and land-use

51

book-keeping methods12. To further complicate matters, estimates of historical warming since

52

pre-industrial times come with uncertainties due to limited observational coverage 13,

53

instrumental uncertainty, and uncertainties associated with constructing long-term temperature

54

datasets14. Global warming can also be expressed in different ways, for example, as near-surface

55

air temperatures covering the entire globe or as a combination of sea surface temperatures

56

over open ocean and near-surface air temperature elsewhere15,16, averaged over locations

57

where observations are present. Finally, inter-annual and decadal variability adds further

58

complications17.

59

Recently, several studies18–20 and the assessment of the Special Report on Global

60

Warming of 1.5 °C (SR1.5)21 of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

61

introduced a new approach to estimate the remaining carbon budget. These studies report

62

model-based remaining carbon budgets for the additional warming from today until we reach

63

1.5 °C or 2 °C of anthropogenic warming. This was a departure from the previous approach of

64

estimating the total carbon budget since pre-industrial times, and then reporting the remaining

65

budget by subtracting emissions to date. The new approach in SR1.5 is a kind of bias correction,

66

since it corrects for any inconsistencies in simulated and observed warming as a function of

67

cumulative emissions over the historical period, and can potentially decrease uncertainties in

68

estimates of the remaining carbon budget, especially for levels of warming relevant to the Paris

69

Agreement22. Because the remaining carbon budgets for 1.5 °C or 2 °C are small, even

2

70

adjustments that are limited in absolute terms result in large relative changes. For example,

71

recent estimates of the remaining carbon budget for 1.5 °C are larger by more than a factor of

72

two when compared to those reported in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)4,23 (see Figure

73

2 in Ref.24 and their Supplementary Table 2 for a comprehensive comparison of the remaining

74

carbon budget estimates from different studies). This difference can be partly understood as a

75

result of a higher temperature response to cumulative CO2 emissions in the Coupled Model

76

Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)25 models used to inform the AR5 carbon budgets,

77

compared to estimates of historical CO2 emissions and warming16,26. However, recent insights

78

related to uncertainty in the observational temperature record also suggest that part of the

79

difference among carbon budget estimates is related to the method of calculating historical

80

warming that is used in the analysis27.

81

Here we explain the reasons why the carbon budget estimates expressed relative to a

82

more recent reference period differ from previous ones, and separate these into differences

83

caused by carbon cycle and temperature-driven components. We then clarify how the choice of

84

temperature metric affects the size of remaining carbon budget estimates, and we emphasize

85

the need for transparency and clarity about its implications. Finally, we provide

86

recommendations for future estimates of remaining carbon budgets along with remaining

87

challenges.

88
89
90

Effects underlying adjustments of the baseline
The effect of changing the baseline to a more recent period (from R to R’; Figure 1, both

91

panels), can be separated into carbon cycle effects (arrow 1), and temperature effects (arrow 2).

92

First, the Earth System Models (ESMs) that were used to estimate the carbon budgets reported

93

in IPCC AR5, on average, underestimated carbon uptake (by land and ocean carbon sinks) in

94

prescribed CO2 concentration simulations. As a result, these models on average estimated lower

95

cumulative CO2 emissions over the historical period compared to CO2 emissions estimated from

96

independent fossil-fuel use and other data18,19. Updating the baseline to account for this carbon

97

cycle bias, therefore, leads to an increase in the remaining carbon budget compared with those

98

reported in IPCC AR5 (Figure 1 a,b, arrow 1). Second, accounting for a possible difference in

99

warming over the historical period results in a second offset (Figure 1 a,b, arrow 2). Since the

100

global mean temperature has already increased by about 1 °C above pre-industrial levels28, even

101

minor corrections arising from methodological adjustments or model biases can have a sizeable

102

effect on the remaining 1.5 °C budget.
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103

Remaining carbon budgets are often based on the likely (>66 % probability) TCRE range

104

assessed by IPCC AR529 of 0.8 to 2.5 °C/1000 PgC (where 1 PgC = 3.67 GtCO2). Several recent

105

studies18,19 that updated the baseline did not alter the resulting TCRE range: i.e. they used the

106

same slope for the relationship between temperature and cumulative emissions (TCRE) before

107

and after changing the baseline, as illustrated in schematic Figure 1a. Another approach would

108

be to adjust the slope of TCRE relationship to align the TCRE with the lower temperature

109

response to emissions implied by updating the baseline to a more recent period. In principle,

110

both carbon-cycle and temperature adjustments could lead to changes in the rate of warming as

111

a function of cumulative emissions, as illustrated in Figure 1b. Whether such an adjustment is

112

warranted depends on the assessment of the validity of extrapolation of historical to future

113

warming as a function of cumulative emissions. Little correlation exists between cumulative

114

emissions at present-day warming and at 1.5 °C across the CMIP5 ensemble19 likely due to

115

differences in response to non-CO2 forcing across models. Hence, we would caution against

116

scaling simulated 1.5 °C carbon budgets based on the ratio of simulated to observed historical

117

warming as a function of cumulative CO2 emissions, given the important and uncertain role

118

played by non-CO2 forcings in historical climate change. Identifying the conditions under which

119

the slope of TCRE would require an adjustment needs further research. Expressing carbon

120

budgets relative to a recent reference period (e.g. using the 2006-2015 reference period instead

121

of the pre-industrial baseline) is intended to minimize the effect of uncertainties arising from

122

mismatches between modelled and observed cumulative CO2 emissions and warming in the

123

historical period. However, such adjustment of the baseline does not involve a correction for

124

the models’ processes that led to those discrepancies in the historical period.
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Figure 1 | Schematic representation of the effects of updating the baseline with respect to the
cumulative CO2 emissions and temperature change on estimates of the remaining carbon budget.
Remaining carbon budgets after updating baseline (a); and with scaling of future warming (b). On either
panel, Arrow 1 represents the carbon cycle effect (correction for model biases in historical CO 2 emissions);
Arrow 2 represents the temperature effect (arising from the differences between modelled and observed
warming). The first yellow star (A) indicates the initial carbon budget at the 1.5 °C warming level with the
original reference period (R). The second yellow star (B or C) indicates the final (and larger) remaining
carbon budget, calculated after updating the baseline to a present-day reference period (R’). Shaded area
represents the spread of the relationship between temperature and cumulative CO 2 emissions. The
present-day level of warming and cumulative CO 2 emissions is indicated by the dashed lines, as labelled,
though the figure is meant for illustrative purposes only.
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142

Temperature metric choices

143

While the correction for carbon cycle effects is relatively straightforward, attempts to assess

144

consistency between warming estimates based on model output and observations have

145

highlighted questions surrounding the choice of the method used to estimate changes in global

146

mean temperature30. One way of expressing the global mean temperature is Global mean

147

Surface Air Temperature (here referred to as GSAT), usually estimated in models by calculating

148

the modelled global average Surface Air Temperature (SAT) – the temperature at about 2 m

149

above the Earth’s surface. By contrast, the observed global mean temperature is constructed by

150

combining observational measurements of surface air temperature over land and sea ice (SAT)

151

with Sea Surface Temperature (SST) measurements for open ocean locations. This blended

152

temperature is referred to as GBST, or Global mean Blended Surface Temperature. Importantly,

153

GBST estimates based on observational measurements do not sample the full globe. Some

154

datasets use statistical infilling techniques to account for this and estimate the global

155

temperature implied by nearly full observational coverage (e.g. GISTEMP31, HadCRUT-CW32 and

156

Berkeley Earth33). Others provide estimates using only data where measurements are available

157

(e.g. HadCRUT34). Estimates that use observations thus reflect the blended (SST + SAT), and in

158

some cases masked (incomplete coverage without statistical infilling), estimates of global mean

159

temperature. Relative to GSAT, both blending and masking in the GBST metric reduce the

160

estimated warming15,26, and statistical infilling might not always alleviate the masking bias when

161

instrumental coverage is low13. Furthermore, both the masking and blending effects are time-

162

dependent: (i) the observational mask will change over time as the distribution of

163

measurements changes, and (ii) the use of SST vs SAT measurements can also change as a result

164

of changing sea-ice coverage leading in general to more open water (and hence SST

165

measurements) over time. This time-dependent blended-masking effect lowers warming since

166

pre-industrial by about 0.1°C during the 10-year average reference period used in the IPCC

167

SR1.5 report (2006-2015). This difference increases with additional warming16,30.

168

To estimate remaining carbon budgets relative to a present-day reference period, an

169

estimate of the present-day level of warming is needed in order to determine the amount of

170

warming that is left until 1.5 °C or any other temperature level would be reached. Given a

171

median estimate of TCRE (Refs.4,29), a difference in global mean temperature of 0.1 °C, either as

172

a result of a different temperature limit or as a result of a different estimate of warming to date,

173

would alter carbon budget estimates by about 200 GtCO2 (Refs.21,30).

174
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175

Beyond blending-masking adjustments

176

The multi-model mean GSAT change of the CMIP5 ensemble25 matched well with GBST

177

observations (HadCRUT4.6; Ref.34) up to the 1986-2005 period, which is the reference period

178

used by IPCC AR5 (Ref.35 Table 1.1 therein). However, the mean of the simulated CMIP5 GSAT

179

warming between 1986-2005 and 2006-2015 (the updated SR1.5 reference period) lies above

180

observation-based estimates. While the observed warming between these periods was within

181

the range of simulated warming in the CMIP5 ensemble, the CMIP5 multi-model mean GSAT

182

increase of 0.38 °C was larger than the GBST warming in HadCRUT4.6 of only 0.22 °C. The

183

differences between various observation-derived GBST metrics, as well as the effect of

184

accounting for the difference in GBST and GSAT definitions and incomplete coverage of

185

observations, can only partly explain this difference (accounting for coverage and blending of

186

SST and SAT reduces modelled warming to 0.33 °C, Figure 2b).

187

Several additional reasons have been suggested to reconcile the remaining mismatch

188

between the multi-model mean and observations36. We identify three main groups of effects

189

that might contribute to the differences between models and observations of GBST (Figure 2b).

190

First, the SST dataset of HadCRUT4.6, HadSST3, shows a significant cooling bias from around

191

year 2005 onwards, when compared to instrumentally homogeneous SST records from drifting

192

buoys, Argo floats, and satellites37. This and other biases in the SST record have been recently

193

addressed in HadSST4 (Ref.38). The increase in GBST between the two reference periods, 1986-

194

2005 and 2006-2015, is however virtually unchanged as HadSST4 is warmer during both

195

reference periods than HadSST3 (compared to pre-industrial baseline). The choice of the SST

196

dataset, therefore, appears only to have a small influence on the divergence between modelled

197

and observed warming, but uncertainties in the temperature record remain. Second, from the

198

early 1990s, Pacific trade winds intensified, enhancing equatorial upwelling in the central and

199

eastern Pacific. This reduced the SSTs in that region, thereby also reducing the pace of global

200

mean temperature increase39,40. These effects of internal variability in the Pacific region lower

201

the observed global mean temperature increase between the two reference periods by roughly

202

0.08 °C (with a range of -0.03 to -0.20 °C across published estimates), (Figure 2b, ‘Pacific

203

Variability effect’ green bars). Third, a series of small-to-moderate-magnitude volcanic eruptions

204

have led to an increase in stratospheric aerosols after the year 200441,42, which is neglected in

205

CMIP5 model projections. Furthermore, CMIP5 radiative forcing projections also assume that

206

the last solar cycle prior to 2005 is repeated in the subsequent period. As a result, the assumed

207

recent solar forcing in the model projections is too large when compared with

7

208

observations36,41,43. Correcting models to account for both the updated solar forcing and

209

updated volcanic forcing, reduces the modelled global mean temperature increase between the

210

two reference periods, but effects from revised anthropogenic tropospheric aerosols44 are

211

uncertain and might have reduced43 or increased the warming45. Overall, the assessed studies

212

indicate that warming changes by -0.08 to +0.02 °C from updated forcing between the two

213

reference periods (Figure 2b, ‘Updated Forced Signal effect’, teal bars). The CMIP6 models46 are

214

forced with updated radiative forcings, and while some models indicate reduced warming in the

215

early 21st century, explained partly by updated forcing47, the set of available models simulates

216

slightly more warming between the two reference periods as CMIP5. The models underwent

217

major changes in the model physics leading to an increase in climate sensitivity 48, which might

218

increase the warming between the two reference periods49.

219

While the strength of the effects is considerably uncertain, and there might be further

220

aspects not considered here, we note that modelled and observed GBST warming between the

221

1986-2005 and 2006-2015 periods can be fully reconciled within the uncertainty ranges of the

222

different contributing effects (Figure 2), and moreover we note that multi-model mean GBST

223

warming in 2006-2015 relative to the 1850-1900 base period is very close to the best

224

observational estimates35. This highlights that warming expressed in two different temperature

225

metrics (GBST and GSAT) can be made internally consistent by carefully accounting for various

226

effects, and used to compare models and observations for the historical period.
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227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235

Figure 2 | Contributions to differences in recent observed and modelled warming. Time-series of
modelled and observed warming (a), with different effects leading to adjustments in observed and
modelled GBST (b). The length of the bars (horizontal black lines) shows upper (lower) estimates of the
influence of Pacific variability on warming. The spread arises from uncertainty in both observations and the
forced signal (effects 5 and 6), from missing years (effects 8 to 10), and reflects the range across four
studies (effect 7). Vertical black lines indicate 5-95% uncertainty ranges. Effects indicated by an asterisk
are used for the net effect shown as bar 4. The global mean temperature base period is 1961-1990 in
panel (a), and 2006-2015 relative to 1986-2005 in panel (b). (See Methods for details and references).
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240
241
242
243
244
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248

Figure 3 | Differences in ocean and sea ice coverage in CMIP5 models, and related differences between
GBST and GSAT metrics, under different future emission scenarios50 (RCP 8.5 and RCP 2.6). Swarm plot
of the time-invariant, constant field defining ocean grid-cells (‘sftof’ CMIP variable) (a); the sea-ice effect,
shown as a difference between GBST and GBST with fixed sea ice mask (b); the overall blending effect,
shown as a difference between GBST and GSAT, as a function of sea ice coverage (c); time-series of the
time evolution of sea-ice fraction in RCP 8.5 (d); time-series of the evolution of the free ocean area in RCP
8.5 (e); time-series of the time evolution of sea-ice fraction in RCP 2.6 (f); time-series of the evolution of
the free ocean area in RCP 2.6 (g); Note: In panels (b) and (c) boxplots are shown for five sea ice coverage
levels: 6.5 - 5.5%, 5.5 - 4.5%, 4.5 - 3.5%, 3.5 - 2.5% and 2.5 - 1.5%. In panels (d) to (g), boxplots show
interquartile ranges for 10-year time slices.
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249
250
251

Application and consistency
Different temperature metrics come with their respective strengths and weaknesses. A

252

GSAT estimate will, by definition, draw from the surface air temperature field everywhere

253

across all models. In contrast, GBST is a composite of land surface air temperature and sea

254

surface temperature, and GBST estimates depend on the ratio of land and sea ice versus ocean

255

across the Earth’ surface. The share of free ocean coverage differs between models by about 7

256

percentage points (Fig. 3 e,g) due to differences in present-day sea ice (Fig. 3 d,f) and the land-

257

sea share in the model grid (Figure 3a, Methods).

258

The land and sea ice versus ocean ratio does not only differ among models, but also

259

among various runs from the same model due to internal variability, as well as over time as a

260

result of differences and changes in sea-ice cover. Therefore, the GBST metric is dependent on

261

model, time and even realisation within the model ensemble itself. Such differences complicate

262

comparison of GBST estimates among models or even within ensemble members of the same

263

model. Due to the combination of these challenges surrounding the GBST temperature metric,

264

the GBST metric is not well-suited for projections of future warming levels (e.g. 1.5 °C or 2.0 °C),

265

for which remaining carbon budgets are calculated.

266

Given the various possible choices regarding methods of calculating global mean

267

temperature rise and their effect on estimates of remaining carbon budgets, we summarize

268

recommended approaches in Box 1. We identify three main streams of application, and for

269

each, we recommend an appropriate metric for estimating the global mean temperature level

270

and estimate of remaining carbon budgets. These streams depend on the purpose of the

271

application: (i) Model evaluation of global mean temperature against observations or detection

272

and attribution analysis of global mean temperature (Box 1, Stream 1); (ii) assessments of

273

temperature estimates and carbon budgets for the Paris Agreement goal (Box 1, Stream 2); and

274

(iii) Assessing carbon budgets or impacts across time and for future levels of warming with a

275

consistent definition of temperature change (Box 1, Stream 3).
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Application-dependent choice of the
Global Mean Temperature metric

Methodological
steps

Required
GCM
output

Metric
name

Stream 1

Stream 3

GBST

Consistent with the
achievement of the
Paris Agreement

GSAT

SAT, SST
Sea ice coverage

SAT

SAT

Choose reference period
over observational period

GBST from 1850-1900 until
IPCC AR5 recent
reference period
(1986-2005)

Use full coverage GSAT,
without blending

Physical adjustments
Blending (SST with SAT)
Masking to observational
coverage
Historical forcing adjustments
Accounting for multi-decadal
natural variability

• Model evaluation of

Applications

Stream 2

past warming against
observations
• Detection and

attribution of past
warming
• Not suitable for future

warming projections or
carbon budgets

Conversion by
correcting for
GBST-GSAT
difference
between the
GBST reference
period and the
AR5 reference
period
(1986-2005)

GSAT for warming from
1986-2005 onwards
Temperature levels for
comparison with the
Paris Agreement
based on a hybrid
temperature metric
(GBST and GM ST)

Conversion by
correcting for a
constant offset
GBST-GSAT
during the AR5
reference period
(1986-2005)

• Relevant temperature

metric for remaining
carbon budgets for
Paris Agreement
target
• Relevant temperature

metric for sciencepolicy assessments for
the Paris Agreement

Reference period invariant
approach

Fully consistent definition
across time scales (past
and future)

• Relevant temperature

Results in
an upward
adjustment
of the
remaining
carbon budget

metric for total or
remaining carbon
budgets
• Relevant temperature

metric for climate
policy and impact
assessment

Box 1| Different choices and recommendations for the use of global mean temperature metrics,
depending on the application domain, illustrated in the following three Streams. The appropriate use of
temperature metrics for carbon budget calculations is shown in yellow.
Stream 1, using the GBST temperature metric uniquely, allows a consistent comparison with global mean
temperature estimates currently provided by observational temperature products (e.g. the HadCRUT4.6
dataset34). Unless observational products routinely also provide estimates of global near-surface air
temperatures (GSAT), the GBST metric is so far the best choice for applications related to model evaluation
of historical warming with the observations and detection and attribution51. However, this metric of choice
for Stream 1 presents challenges when applied to future warming projections (see above discussion of
Figure 3). Therefore, this metric is not recommended for calculating remaining carbon budgets (that use
future warming projections).
Stream 3, using the GSAT temperature metric uniquely, provides a consistent estimate of global mean
temperature increase in model simulations for both the historical period and into the future. Estimating
global mean temperature increase uniquely based on GSAT with full global coverage allows achieving such
consistency over time. Therefore, we recommend using GSAT as the primary temperature metric for Stream
3 applications, including remaining carbon budget calculations. This would also ensure consistency with
some impact assessment studies that use model simulations from a pre-industrial baseline and use a
spatially-complete temperature metric across time-scales.
Between Stream 1 and 3, lies Stream 2, with applications intending for the assessments of global mean
temperature and carbon budgets to be consistent with the achievement of the Paris Agreement target. The
Paris Agreement did not specify explicitly which temperature metric applies to the warming levels of 1.5 °C

12

and well-below 2 °C. This, however, does not mean that the temperature metric is unknown. The
temperature goal of the Paris Agreement needs to be read in the context of the accompanying decisions
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the science as reflected
in the most recent IPCC reports at the time52. We, therefore, propose a Paris Agreement compatible
temperature metric following the approach applied in the AR5, namely a hybrid product with GBST until
1986-2005 and GSAT for warming from 1986-2005 onwards.
For a direct comparison of studies using uniquely the GBST metric only (Stream 1; e.g. studies of model
evaluation or detection and attribution of historical warming 51) with the temperature metric that is
consistent with the achievement of the Paris Agreement (i.e. a hybrid of GBST and GSAT metrics; Stream 2),
the difference between the GBST and GSAT metrics over the period between the GBST study’s reference
period and the AR5 recent reference period (1986-2005) has to be accounted for (indicated by the blue
arrow between Stream 1 and Stream 2). For the 2006-2015 reference period, this adjustment is about 0.16
°C and is the difference between modelled GSAT and the observed masked GBST evolution applied to the
same model runs (see Methods and SR1.5 Table 1.1).

276

We do not recommend using GBST metric for future projections, because this would require implementing
model specific and time-varying adjustments (due to changing sea-ice coverage; see Figure 3 and its
discussion) to bring these estimates in line with the Paris Agreement compatible Stream 2 metric. On the
other hand, for a direct comparison of results from studies using uniquely the GSAT metric (Stream 3; e.g.
carbon budgets for future levels of warming) and the Paris Agreement-consistent temperature levels
(Stream 2), a constant adjustment for the difference between GSAT and GBST during the 1986-2005 period
(i.e. the AR5 reference period) relative to the 1850-1900 reference period in HadCRUT4 needs to be made
(indicated by the blue arrow between Stream 3 and Stream 2). In the CMIP5 multi-model mean, this offset
is very small (up to about 0.03 °C) compared to the 5-95% uncertainty range of the observational product
(HadCRUT4 observed warming from 1850 -1900 to 1986-2005 is reported to be 0.57 to 0.66 °C, with a
central estimate at 0.6 °C; Ref.35; Table 1.1 therein). The transition from Stream 3 to Stream 2 is
independent of the chosen baseline or period of interest. For studies using CMIP5, translating results
obtained with the full GSAT approach (Stream 3) to the Paris Agreement consistent metric (Stream 2)
results in a constant upward adjustment of the remaining carbon budget by about 80 GtCO 2 (for a middleof-the-range TCRE estimate of 1.65 °C/1000 PgC), but can depend on the precise assumptions. For studies
using CMIP6 models46, climate model emulators, or other approaches, this adjustment would need to be
calculated according to those models.

Differences between temperature metrics such as GBST and GSAT were not thoroughly

277
278

discussed in the literature available for the AR5, and thus could not be assessed by the IPCC

279

before the SR1.5 was published in the year 2018. It hence cannot be expected that the 2015

280

Paris Agreement would be specific on the temperature metrics underlying its temperature goal.

281

The same holds for other scientific concepts developed and assessed after the adoption of the

282

Paris Agreement. However, the available literature at the time of AR5 can provide guidance on

283

the metric consistent with the achievement of the Paris Agreement global mean temperature

284

target.

285

The adoption of the Paris Agreement was informed by a multi-year process reviewing

286

the temperature goal under the UNFCCC. This review process concluded in 2015 at adopting a

287

long-term global goal under the Conference of the Parties (COP) that is identical to the Paris

288

Agreement’s Article 2.1(a)22. The process included a scientific arm, the so-called structured

13

289

expert dialogue52, that provided a comprehensive assessment of the impacts of climate change

290

at 1.5 °C and 2 °C based predominantly on the IPCC AR5. The long-term temperature goal of the

291

Paris Agreement is directly linked to this assessment and thereby the AR5 methodology 53,54. The

292

IPCC AR5 Working Groups 1 and 2 used GBST from 1850-1900 until the reference period 1986-

293

2005 and GSAT for warming from the reference period onwards. We propose this temperature

294

metric as being Paris Agreement compatible (Box 1 Stream 2). Paris Agreement compatibility is

295

linked to the policy context and does not imply that such a hybrid temperature metric (GBST

296

and GSAT) holds any specific scientific merit. As our scientific understanding progresses, new

297

temperature metrics based on either new observational products or new analysis metric will

298

become available, and could be scientifically superior. In order to not misguide policy by

299

unintentionally shifting baselines, however, we recommend that any assessments aiming at

300

informing the science-policy interface and the Paris Agreement should be expressed in, or at

301

least provide a conversion to, the metric that is consistent with the achievement of the Paris

302

Agreement (i.e. the hybrid of GBST and GSAT), presented in Stream 2, Box 1 (Refs.24,30,53,54). This

303

will require conversion of temperature metrics (either in Stream 1 or Stream 3) to Stream 2

304

metric, illustrated in Box 1 by the two-headed arrows. Such conversion (to Stream 2) would lead

305

to upward adjustments of carbon budgets (i.e. more allowable CO2 emissions) calculated in

306

Stream 3 (Box 1). This transition to Stream 2 is not exclusive to CMIP5 models, and could be

307

applied, in principle, to any model-based temperature projections or carbon budgets that use

308

the GSAT metric (Stream 3), and aim to report their results in the light of the Paris Agreement 22

309

(Stream 2).

310
311

Remaining challenges for the total carbon budget

312

Calculating the remaining carbon budget relative to a present-day reference period makes its

313

estimates more accurate, as shown by recent studies18–20 (see also Ref.24 for a comprehensive

314

summary of recent carbon budget estimates). However, changing the baseline to a more recent

315

period is only a partial solution that does not address the underlying issue of discrepancies

316

between CMIP5 models and observations in the historical period, particularly in their

317

cumulative CO2 emissions (as the temperature discrepancy between the models and

318

observations can be addressed by comparing models and observations in a like for like manner).

319

Moreover, changing the baseline does not help with constraining estimates of the total carbon

320

budget for a given level of warming (i.e. including historical and future CO2 emissions), which

321

may be useful for assessing aspects of historical responsibility for past CO2 emissions55.
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322

Implications for the science-policy interface

323

Calculating remaining carbon budgets relative to a recent reference period, rather than first

324

calculating total carbon budgets relative to pre-industrial and then subtracting historical

325

emissions, makes these estimates more accurate, providing a physically compelling reason to do

326

so. However, such changes of the baseline to a more recent period also comes with political

327

implications that one should be mindful of. Changing the reference period from pre-industrial

328

times to the present-day shifts the focus of the study from estimating total carbon budgets and

329

their relevance for the assessment of historical responsibilities and intergenerational or

330

international equity, towards questions of our collective ability to avoid the exceedance of

331

certain warming limits in line with the Paris Agreement.

332

Given the relevance of carbon budgets for climate policy, we recommend that methodological

333

choices made in their estimation be fully transparent and traceable. Moreover, we recommend

334

that assessments on the progress towards the Paris Agreement goals, including the carbon

335

budgets for 1.5 °C, should provide a comparison to the temperature metric that is consistent

336

with the achievement of the Paris Agreement (i.e. Stream 2 in Box 1). Due to different

337

definitions of the temperature metrics discussed in this Perspective, carbon budgets calculated

338

in Stream 2 are expected to be larger than carbon budgets calculated using temperature metric

339

in Stream 3. Finally, although it may be challenging to constrain all the sources of uncertainty in

340

estimating carbon budgets (e.g. Refs.7,21,56–587), the large spread in carbon budgets should not be

341

used as an excuse to delay mitigation actions.

342

Ultimately, more than a decade of research on carbon budgets and the cumulative emissions

343

framework demonstrates very clearly that reaching any global mean warming target that avoids

344

dangerous climate change will require CO2 emissions to be reduced to net-zero or net-

345

negative21 levels this century. The sooner this transition to declining emission rates begins, the

346

smaller reliance on net-negative emissions is required in the future21.

347
348
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521

Methods

522

We make use of CMIP5 and CMIP6 models REF, as detailed in each sub-section regarding Figure

523

2 and Figure 3. The sets of models used in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are different, as described

524

below.

525

Contributions of different effects to the observed and modelled warming

526

Figure 2 summarizes effects why observed and modelled global mean temperature might differ

527

between the two reference periods 1986–2005 and 2006–2015. The CMIP5 ensemble is that of

528

Ref.15 and consists of 38 models with 86 realizations (bcc-csm1-1-m and CMCC-CESM show

529

unphysical features in the difference between GBST and GSAT in the late 21st century and were

530

excluded in Ref.15, but are included here as we are interested in the period up to 2015). We first

531

average the ensemble members of each model to then obtain the multi-model mean.

532

Uncertainties in the observed GBST arising from SSTs is assessed by comparing the warming of

533

the HadCRUT-CW dataset (Ref.14) when it is constructed using three different SST datasets:

534

HadSST3 (Refs.59), COBE-SST2 (Ref.60 and Ref.14), and HadSST4. With both HadSST3 and HadSST4

535

the GBST increase between 1986-2005 and 2006-2015 is 0.26 °C whereas it is 0.28 °C with

536

COBE-SST2. The choice of the SST dataset has therefore only a relatively small influence on the

537

GBST increase. GISTEMP as an alternative GBST dataset shows a warming of 0.26 °C between

538

the two reference periods. Figure 2b bar 2 displays the 5-95% range across the 100 member

539

HadCRUT4.6 ensemble.

540

We use variability analogues41 to quantify how Pacific variability altered the warming

541

between the two reference periods61. Therefore, we search for periods from 33 CMIP5 and 18

542

CMIP6 control simulations (29’950 model years in total) where the modelled variability agrees

543

with the observed variability (based on the root-mean-square error between the time series

544

over a period of 40 months, and we keep the 20 best matching analogues within each period).

545

We standardize both the observed and modelled variability time series. The GSAT anomaly in
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546

the analogues is a measure of the contribution of the observed Pacific variability to the

547

observed GBST evolution. To describe internal variability we take area-weighted SSTs in the

548

Nino3.4 region (5°S–5°N, 170°W–120°W) and from a larger region in the central to eastern

549

tropical Pacific (15°N–15°S, 180°W–90°W) using two spatially interpolated SST data sets,

550

ERSSTv5 (Ref.62) and COBE-SST2. SSTs in these regions also include a forced signal that we

551

remove prior to selecting the analogues. We estimate the forced signal by the method of Ref. 63,

552

i.e. a linear trend over observed tropical ocean SST from 1962 to 2011, and by using the

553

ensemble means of the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models for the respective regions. Shown in Figure 2

554

is the range across the resulting 12 combinations of region, SST dataset and forced signal

555

correction. Additionally, we select analogues based on observed zonal wind stress in the

556

western tropical Pacific over two regions (180°W–150°W, 6°S–6°N, and 150°E–150°W, 10°S–

557

10°N) from 49 control simulations (31 CMIP5 and 18 CMIP6 models with 29’084 years). These

558

regions are based on Ref.40 and Ref.64. We take observed wind stress from two reanalyses, ERA-

559

Interim (Ref.65) and MERRA2 (Ref.66) and in Figure 2b we display the range across the resulting

560

four wind stress estimates.

561

Refs.67,68 and Refs.69,70 quantify the contribution of tropical Pacific variability to GBST

562

using multiple linear regression. They describe tropical Pacific variability by the Nino3.4 and

563

Multivariate ENSO indices71,72 . We use an updated and modified version of Ref.69 where a

564

second ENSO lag term was added. Refs.17,73 and the simulations with IPSL-CM6A-LR that follow

565

the “Decadal Climate Prediction Project” protocol by Ref. 74, quantify the Pacific contribution to

566

GSAT as the difference between two climate model experiments. A freely evolving initial

567

condition ensemble forced with historical radiative forcings and a second experiment driven by

568

the same radiative forcings, but where modelled central to eastern tropical Pacific SSTs are

569

nudged towards observed anomalies. These so-called pacemaker experiments end in 2013 and

570

2014, respectively. We use the variability analogues to approximately extend the estimates to

571

2015. Alternatively, we assume that the complete year-to-year HadCRUT4.6 GBST variability

572

during the missing years was caused by Pacific variability. Figure 2b shows the spread arising

573

from these two assumptions. The pacemaker experiments indicate a larger Pacific induced

574

global temperature decrease between the two reference periods than studies using multiple

575

regression. This could be related to a time-scale dependence of the imprint of tropical Pacific

576

variability on GSAT, which in climate model simulations is larger on a decadal than on an

577

interannual time scale17,75. Regression models constructed on interannual variability might

578

underestimate the Pacific influence on a decadal time scale 75. Additionally, if and how the
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579

forced signal is removed from tropical Pacific SSTs plays a role. If it is not fully removed, the

580

cooling from internal variability is underestimated and vice versa. The spread in Pacific

581

contribution to the GSAT change between the two reference periods is also substantial across

582

the pacemaker studies (Fig. 2b, effects 8 to 10) and this is probably related to how strongly the

583

tropical Pacific variability projects onto higher latitudes on a decadal time-scale75.

584

We use the forcing corrections of Refs.41–43,45,76. For Ref.41 we combine the forcing

585

corrections of updated solar variability (with PMOD) and of stratospheric aerosols (not including

586

their correction for background stratospheric aerosols from 1960 to 1990). Ref. 43 and Ref.45

587

additionally estimate the effects of updated well-mixed greenhouse gas concentrations, which is

588

very small in both studies, and human-made tropospheric aerosols. While Ref.43 find

589

underestimated aerosol cooling during the first decade of the 21st century, Ref.45 argue for

590

overestimated aerosol cooling, presumably related to primary organic matter aerosols. For the

591

Ref.45 forcing correction, we only show the GSAT influence of updated solar and volcanic forcing.

592

Refs.42,43 downgrade the radiative forcing of the Mount Pinatubo eruption, making the 1986-

593

2005 period warmer and thereby also decreasing the GSAT increase between the two reference

594

periods. On the contrary, Ref.45 increase volcanic forcing during the early reference more than

595

from 2006 onwards, and thus increase the simulated warming between the two reference

596

periods. This and the reduced cooling from tropospheric aerosols lead to slightly increased

597

warming between the two reference periods compared to the control experiment with CMIP5

598

forcings in Ref.45. Different to the other forcing corrections, some internal variability is left in the

599

estimate of Ref.45 as it is the difference between two 30-member climate model ensembles.

600

Figure 2b effect 15 shows the difference between the two ensemble means (with 90%

601

confidence interval using data until 2012) and the central estimate is from assuming that the

602

anomaly comes back to zero by 2015. Further, we display the volcanic aerosol GSAT corrections

603

of Ref.76 and Ref.42 who account for volcanic aerosols in the lowermost stratosphere below 15

604

km which is not included in the other stratospheric aerosol corrections (for Ref. 76 we use the

605

AERONET mean GSAT estimate which we digitized from their Figure 3b). Except for Ref. 42 that

606

fully covers the period 2006-2015, the other studies include data until 2012/2013 and for the

607

missing years we assume that the GSAT anomaly of stratospheric aerosols remains constant and

608

that the adjustment from updated solar irradiance comes back to zero anomaly by 2015. Not all

609

forcing corrections fully cover the early 1986-2005 reference period, and for missing years we

610

assume a zero GSAT anomaly.
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The CMIP6 models are forced with updated radiative forcing until 2014 (we extrapolate

611
612

until 2015 by repeating the warming of the previous year), but as also model physics changed,

613

and the set of models is not the same, the difference in GSAT increase compared to CMIP5

614

cannot solely be attributed to changes in radiative forcings. The CMIP6 ensemble of historical

615

simulations consists of (number of members in parentheses) BCC-CSM2-MR (3), BCC-ESM1 (3),

616

CAMS-CSM1-0 (2), CanESM5 (50), CESM2 (11), CESM2-WACCM (3), CNRM-CM6-1 (10), CNRM-

617

ESM2-1 (5), E3SM-1-0 (5), EC-Earth3 (6), EC-Earth3-Veg (4), FGOALS-g3 (3), GFDL-CM4 (1), GFDL-

618

ESM4 (1), GISS-E2-1-G (20), GISS-E2-1-G-CC (1), GISS-E2-1-H (10), HadGEM3-GC31-LL (4), IPSL-

619

CM6A-LR (32), MIROC6 (10), MIROC-ES2L (3), MRI-ESM2-0 (5), NESM3 (5), NorCPM1 (30),

620

NorESM2-LM (1), SAM0-UNICON (1), and UKESM1-0-LL (6). We compare the CMIP6 ensemble

621

mean with the CMIP5 mean for GSAT (with RCP8.5 from 2006 onwards) and estimate the

622

uncertainty of the difference in the ensemble means using Welch’s t-test (Figure 2b shows the

623

90% confidence interval). Overall, the warming simulated by the CMIP6 ensemble mean

624

between the two reference periods is slightly higher than that of the CMIP5 ensemble (Figure

625

2b).
For the net effect, we combine the Pacific variability estimated by analogues from the

626
627

central to eastern tropical Pacific with the CMIP5 mean removed and averaged across ERSSTv5

628

and COBE-SST2 (for Figure 2a we show the range across all combinations of SST-based

629

analogues), and the updated radiative forcing of Ref.41. We, however, stress that this only one

630

possible combination and that the individual components are rather uncertain. There might be

631

further effects not accounted for by our analysis, such as Atlantic multidecadal variability but

632

which effect on GSAT is probably small during the period examined77. Also, forcing and

633

variability corrections are estimated for GSAT and not GBST, which might cause a small bias.

634
635

Differences in the ocean and sea ice coverage, and related differences between GBST and

636

GSAT

637

Figure 3 displays global free ocean fraction and the influence of changes in sea ice coverage on

638

the difference between GBST and GSAT. Free ocean coverage is the area fraction of ocean cells

639

in each model subtracted by sea ice coverage. While the number of ocean cells is constant sea

640

ice coverage declines with global warming. In the computation of GBST surface air temperatures

641

are taken over land and sea ice and surface ocean temperatures are used for ocean cells. In grid-

642

cells partially covered by sea ice surface air and ocean temperatures are blended respective to

643

the sea ice fraction. We follow Ref.15 for the computation of GBST and GBST with fixed sea ice.
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644

Fixed sea ice coverage is based on monthly sea ice coverage between 1961-2014: cells that have

645

not been covered in that period (and in the respective month) are considered as sea ice free,

646

the remaining cells are considered as fully covered by sea ice. Figure 3 includes 28 CMIP5

647

models: ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, CCSM4, CESM1-BGC, CMCC-CMS, CMCC-CM, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0,

648

CanESM2, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, GISS-E2-H-CC, GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-R-CC,

649

GISS-E2-R, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC-

650

ESM-CHEM, MIROC-ESM, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-ME, and

651

NorESM1-M.

652
653

Transitions between GBST and the Paris-consistent method

654

The magnitude of the first arrow in Box 1 between Stream 1 and Stream 2 (i.e. the difference

655

between the GBST and Paris-consistent temperature method for 2006-2015) is based on the

656

values from the IPCC SR1.5 Table 1.1 (Ref.35). It is calculated as the difference between the

657

CMIP5 GSAT for the period 1850–1900 to 2006–2015 and the CMIP5 GSAT for the period 1850–

658

1900 to 1986–2005, minus the difference between HadCRUT4.6 for the period 1850–1900 to

659

2006–2015 and HadCRUT4.6 for the period 1850–1900 to 1986–2005. Using values from Table

660

1.1 (Ref.73) results in: (0.99-0.62)-(0.84-0.60) = 0.13 °C, or more precisely, taking the values in

661

brackets directly from column 4 (i.e., directly the GBST change from 1986-2005 to 2006-2015) of

662

Table 1.1 results in: 0.38-0.22 = 0.16 °C. (Note the difference between these two estimates

663

comes from rounding).

664
665

Data availability

666

The Cowtan and Way GBST datasets with different SST reconstructions are available at:

667

HadCRUT4.6 data is available at:

668

GISTEMPv4 is available at: https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/.

669

COBE-SST2 and ERSSTv5 data is provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA,

670

from their website at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/.

671

ERA-Interim is available at: https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-

672

datasets/era-interim.

673

MERRA2 was downloaded from: https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/.

674

CMIP5 and CMIP6 model output is available at: http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/.

675

CESM1 pacemaker experiments are available at: https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/.

676
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